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Multimode Network Analysis 
of Planar Transmission Lines 
Marco Guglielmi and Alejandro Alvarez Melcon 
Abstruct- An alternative approach for the full wave analysis 
of single or coupled planar transmission lines is presented. Fol- 
lowing the proposed approach, a multiple (or single) transmission 
line structure is viewed as series of staked (or single) transverse 
discontinuities in a parallel plate waveguide. As a consequence, 
both top and side coupled structures can be studied. Each 
individual discontinuity is described in terms of a multimode 
equivalent network representation. The complete cross section 
of the planar transmission line structure is then described in 
terms of a transverse equivalent network and a simple trans- 
verse resonance technique is then used to obtain the dispersion 
behavior, the modal field of the structure, and the characteristic 
impedances. The multimode equivalent network representations 
of the individual discontinuities used in this paper have been 
derived elsewhere and are given in terms of impedance or admit- 
tance matrices that are essentially independent from frequency. 
As a result, they need to be computed only once for each given 
geometry thus leading to codes that are computationally very 
efficient. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
HE BASIC transmission line geometries treated in this T paper are shown in Fig. 1. The analysis of this type 
of structures is a subject that has always attracted much 
attention, and many different approaches have been reported 
in the technical literature [l]. Early contributions are generally 
based on quasistatic assumptions and are computationally 
very efficient but can only be used to describe the dominant 
mode of the structure. More recent contributions are based on 
mode-matching approaches, so that higher order modes effects 
can also be accounted for ([2]-[4], for instance), however, 
the resulting codes can be much less efficient numerically, 
especially if multiple-line structures are treated. In this paper 
we present an alternative approach for the analysis of single 
and coupled planar transmission lines that is at the same time 
full-wave and very efficient from a computational point of 
view. 
Following the proposed approach, a transmission line struc- 
ture is viewed as a number of stacked transverse discontinuities 
in a parallel-plate waveguide. Each discontinuity is character- 
ized in terms of a multimode equivalent network, so that a 
transverse equivalent network representation of the complete 
planar transmission line structure can be easily obtained. After 
that, a simple transverse resonance procedure is used to obtain 
the dispersion diagram of the structure under investigation. 
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Fig. 1. Basic planner transmission line structures investigated in this paper. 
The basic discontinuities involved are the single and double 
metal strips, the single and double apertures (referred to as 
the metallic discontinuities), and the air-dielectric interface 
(Fig. 2). Any staked combination of the basic discontinuities 
can be easily treated as well. The key feature of this approach 
is that the multimode characterization of each individual 
constituent metallic discontinuity is obtained in terms of an 
impedance (or admittance) matrix that is effectively inde- 
pendent from frequency and absolute dimensions [5]. The 
frequency dependence is introduced in terms of simple factors, 
and by the lengths of transmission line that represent the modes 
of the parallel-plate waveguide in the transverse equivalent 
networks. This feature greatly reduces the time required for the 
frequency dependent computations since the characterization 
of the discontinuities is done only once for each given structure 
directly in terms of impedance (or admittance) matrix. For each 
point in frequency, one only needs to solve one linear system, 
even for complex structures involving more than one line. 
One additional important feature of the procedure described 
in this paper, is the particular decomposition of the basic 
discontinuity problem to account for the air dielectric interface. 
In general, the problem of a metal strip at a dielectric interface 
is a vector problem since such discontinuity couples E and 
H modes to each other. It can be shown, however, that if 
the transverse discontinuity involves only metal strips (or 
apertures) that are uniform in a transverse direction, the 
coupling is basically due to the change in dielectric and not 
to the metallic discontinuity [9]. The result of this is that the 
metal strip (or aperture) problem can be treated separately 
as a scalar problem, the coupling due to the dielectric can 
be reintroduced later at the equivalent network level. The 
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Fig. 2. Basic constituent discontinuities of the transmission lines in Fig. 1 
coupling between E and H modes at the dielectric interface 
tums out to involve only modes with the same wavenumbers, 
and it can be described in terms of a very simple network (a 
single transformer) [ 101. 
The original problem can, therefore, be viewed as two 
separate discontinuity problems that can be solved indepen- 
dently from each other: a metallic discontinuity and a dielectric 
interface. The original structure is then simply recovered by 
letting the distance between the two discontinuities go to zero 
in the equivalent network representation. This concept was 
already partially outlined in [9] for a single mode situation. 
The authors of [9], however, could not use the limiting process 
because the equivalent networks at their disposal could only 
account for fundamental-mode interactions. 
In this paper we describe in detail the procedure for ob- 
taining the transverse equivalent network representation for 
a variety of single and coupled planar transmission lines. 
In addition we indicate how, given the form of the multi- 
mode equivalent networks, one can develop codes that are 
particularly efficient from a numerical point of view. Several 
examples of specific applications are also discussed, and 
comparisons with measurements and already published data 
are performed in order to validate the results obtained. As a 
further application, the full modal spectrum that is supported 
by a boxed microstrip line is investigated, clarifying some 
aspects not previously discussed (to the authors’ knowledge) 
in the technical literature. 
11. BASIC DISCONTINUITIES 
The basic discontinuities used in this paper are the single 
and double metallic strip, the single and double aperture in 
a parallel plate waveguide, and the air-dielectric interface, as 
V 
rl 
shown in Fig. 2. The modal expansions that we employed for 
deriving the multimode equivalent networks of the individual 
discontinuities involve the hybrid H-Type and E-Type modes 
and the propagation direction is assumed to be the x direction 
of Fig. 2. Our final goal is to obtain the wavenumber in 
the z direction for the class of structures being investigated. 
It tums out, however, that the network representations for 
the case k, # 0 can be simply derived from the one for 
k, = 0 by substituting k: with kz - ki everywhere in 
the network representation [9]. Following this viewpoint, the 
problem becomes significantly simpler since the hybrid modes 
reduce to the standard TE, and TM, of the parallel plate 
waveguide (hybrid modes at normal incidence). 
A. Metallic Discontinuities 
For the problem at hand, we have four basic discontinuities 
and we need two networks for each discontinuity, one under 
H-Type and the other under E-Type excitation, respectively. 
The detailed description of the rigorous solution of these 
problems can be found in [ 5 ] ,  for the zero-thickness case, 
and are not reported here. What is important to note in this 
context is that the general form of the multimode network 
representation for all discontinuities is always the one shown 
in Fig. 3, for both H-Type or E-Type excitation (the same 
network representations is valid also for the case in which an 
arbitrary number of strips or apertures were used). 
Furthermore, the expressions for the generic element of 
the multimode impedance or admittance coupling matrices 
essentially do not depend on frequency or absolute dimensions. 
As a consequence, one can generate a finite set of coupling 
matrix elements corresponding to a discrete set of geometries 
by using the full formulation and store the results obtained 
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Fig. 3. 
discontinuities in Fig. 2 for both H-Type and E-Type incident modes. 
Typical multimode equivalent network representation for the metallic 
in appropriate files. Any other coupling matrix relevant to a 
specific geometry can then be obtained very rapidly using 
an interpolation procedure without any additional complex 
computations. 
The problem under discussion involves zero-thickness metal 
strips, as already mentioned. The procedure, however, is 
completely general so that structures with finite thickness can 
be treated as well. The only difference is that the constituent 
discontinuities would become the ones described in [6] rather 
than the ones used in this paper. For the sake of space, 
however, only the zero-thickness case is treated here. 
B. Dielectric inte face 
The problem of the coupling between hybrid modes at an 
air dielectric interface was first studied in network terms in 
[l l] ,  in the context of radial transmission lines. The same 
concept was further extended to a parallel-plate waveguide air- 
dielectric interface in [lo], in the context of leaky-wave non 
radiative dielectric waveguide antennas. A simple equivalent 
network representation was, in fact, derived for the coupling of 
the first higher order hybrid modes for the structure in Fig. 1 in 
terms of a single transformer. The procedure followed in [lo] 
for the development of the equivalent network is based on the 
imposition of the continuity of the transverse field components 
and clearly indicates that coupling can only occur between 
modes with the same transverse wavenumbers. Although the 
network was developed for single mode applications, the same 
procedure can be used in a multimode situation. Extending the 
results given in [ 101 to the case of interest, we can easily obtain 
the equivalent network shown in Fig. 4, where the turn ratio 
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in Fig. 1. 
Complete equivalent network representation of the boxed microstrip 
of planar transmission line structures, and we now discuss in 
detail the application of the theory developed to a number of 
specific cases. 
A.  Boxed Microstrip 
The complete transverse equivalent network representation 
for the boxed microstrip in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 5. Only 
three modes are included explicitly in the Fig. but more 
can be easily added. Starting from the top, the lengths of 
transmission line represent the modes of the air-filled parallel- 
plate waveguide including the effect of the top cover (short 
circuit termination). At the location of the metal strip we 
observe two sets of multimode coupling matrices. They rep- 
resent the higher order mode couplings that takes places at 
the discontinuity independently for H -  and E-Type modes. 
The coupling between H -  and E-Type is then accounted for 
by the transformers involving only pairs of modes with the 
same wavenumbers. The additional length of transmission 
line represent the modes of the dielectric-filled parallel plate 
waveguide, with the short circuit termination to represent the 
the strip discontinuity have been derived for the case in which 
air is present on both sides of the strip and a fictitious distance 
III. TRANSVERSE EQUIVALENT ETWORKS AND APPLICATIONS bottom ground ne coupling matrices for 
We have, at this point, all of the key elements to build the 
transverse equivalent network representation for a large variety 
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 7, surface wave modes. 
Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, microstrip modes. 
2) Box modes. 
3) Surface wave modes. 
ne microstrip higher-order modes have been defined as 
the solutions of the transverse resonance equation that can 
be obtained by modifying he boxed microstrip so that this 
partial modal set becomes fie lowest set of modes. The 
modification consists of reducing the height of the dielectric 
layer while increasing the width of the microstrip. Fig. 7 shows 
the dimensions of the structure and its dispersion diagrams. In 
a normal situation (50 ohm line, 1 to 20 GHz) the first higher 
order mode of this set would begin propagating far outside 
the frequency range of interest. 
The second set of higher-order modes has been denominated 
“box modes” because, at low frequency, they essentially rep- 
resent energy propagation in the air space above the microstrip 
(Fig. 8). In fact, the dispersion diagram in this region is 
very similar the one of an empty waveguide of dimensions 
identical to the ones of the box. As frequency increases, the 
energy is eventually confined inside the dielectric layer. The 
dispersion diagram of the first higher-order mode in this region 
becomes, in fact, almost identical to the one of a dielectric 
filled metallic waveguide. As a result of this change, the 
dispersion diagram in Fig. 8 exhibits a very sharp variation 
when crossing the dashed line corresponding to plane-wave 
has then been introduced to separate the metal strip from the 
air-dielectric interface. The network in Fig. 5 is obtained by 
letting this fictitious distance go to zero. 
Once the transverse equivalent network representation is 
available, a simple transverse resonance procedure can directly 
give the dispersion diagram of the modes of the structure. 
Fig- 6 shows the results obtained for the dispersion diagram 
of a S ~ I W A J ~ ~  With the Same Physical Parameters as the one 
in [121. As we Can see the agreement for the lowest mode 
is very good- Note that the dashed lines in Fig. 6 (and also 
in Figs. 7-9) represent the dispersion diagrams of two plane 
waves, one in vacuum (Upper curve), and the other in the 
dielectric medium (lower curve), respectively. 
As an application of the theory develoFd, we have carried 
out a detailed study of the boxed microstrip in order to clarify 
the nature its modal spectrum. This structure has been studied 
by many authors in great detail but, to Our howledge, only 
with respect to the fundamental mode while all other modes 
have been included in the general category of ‘‘higher order 
modes.” We actually find that there are three types of higher 
order modes, if propagation is assumed in the z direction of 
Fig. 1. These modes are: 
1) Microstrip modes. 
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in this paper. 
Layout of two microstrip filters designed using the theory developed 
propagation in vacuum. To put in evidence this set of modes, 
we have reduced both the width of the microstrip and the 
thickness of the dielectric layer, while enlarging the lateral 
width of the box. 
Finally, the third set of modes, namely the “surface wave” 
modes have been obtained by reducing the width of the metal 
strip and the lateral extent of the box while increasing the 
thickness of the dielectric layer. Fig. 9 shows the dispersion 
diagrams obtained clearly indicating that the energy, for all 
modes, appears to be confined in the dielectric layer, even at 
low frequencies. The surface wave modes are the higher order 
modes that are normally more important for the geometries 
commonly used. It is interesting to note that these modes exist, 
although slightly modified, even if the microstrip is completely 
removed. 
The typical computation effort required to obtain any of 
the dispersion diagrams discussed can be essentially divided 
into two parts. The first part is for the computation of the 
coupling matrix elements, the second part is for the solution 
of the transverse resonance equation. Using an IBM RISC 
workstation, the first step requires about one minute, while 
the second requires about 0.05 seconds per frequency point, 
using a total of 71 modes in the equivalent networks. It is 
important to note that the coupling matrix calculations are 
carried out only once for each given structure and only the 
transverse resonance equation needs to be solved for each 
point in frequency. The time required for each dispersion curve 
% c 
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Fig. 11. Measured versus simulated performance of the filters in Fig. 10. 
calculation with 200 points in frequency is therefore about 10 
seconds. 
B. Microstrip filters 
As a further example of application, we presents now the 
results obtained for two microstrip filters based on coupled line 
geometries. Fig. 10 shows the actual layout and dimensions of 
the filters, while Fig. 11 shows the measured versus simulated 
results (both filters have essentially the same ideal response 
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so that a single ideal curve is presented in Fig. 11). The filters 
have been dimensioned using the procedure described in [ 131, 
together with the networks developed in this paper for the 
characterization of the coupled line sections. As we can see the 
agreement between simulation and measurement is excellent. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have described an alternative procedure 
for the analysis of single and coupled planar transmission line 
structures. The method described is based on the decomposi- 
tion of the global structure into constituent discontinuities in a 
parallel plate waveguide environment. Each of the constituent 
discontinuities is studied separately obtaining individual mul- 
timode equivalent network representations. Once each discon- 
tinuity is known, a global equivalent network representation 
is developed and a simple transverse resonance technique is 
then used to extract the electrical parameters of interest. As 
application example, the full modal spectrum of the boxed 
microstrip is discussed and several types of higher order 
modes are identified. Finally, measured and simulated results 
are presented for two microwave filters designed using the 
software developed indicating very good agreement between 
theory and measurements. 
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